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MATHEMATICS SUMMER REVISION 2023

1.0 Introduction

Over the last few years, our incoming students have had varying degrees of disruption, affecting thier last 2-3 years of

secondary education, regardless of which country they were in. This applies to our A-level students, but equally to many
others. Whatever the situation, we felt they would benefit from revising a bit of Mathematics in the summer before beginning

year one.

The results have been surprisingly good: there is a direct correlation between engagement with the summer course in

September and exam marks in January/May. Of course, correlation is not causation, as we all know. The most motivated
students may come to the summer course and this will be reflected in their exam marks. However, engagement is key, and

if you begin in September, the hope is you will stay engaged all year! So we’re going to continue offering the Mathematics

Summer Revision Course, and this is your invitation.

We have a programme of self-study set out for you, which will be supported online. You can choose to do it entirely on your
own, or you can choose to join us online for as much as you want. See below for the detailed programme of study.

The online courses are for free, anyone can sign up. They were written by Dr Philip Ramdsen from the Mathematics
Department at Imperial, and are on the edX platform: edX A-level Mathematics. Enrol now, and have a look! You will need

to create an account, but it’s not complicated.

Here’s how you should proceed now:

• Below are all the topics from A-level Mathematics, divided into four parts: Year 12, parts 1 and 2, and Year 13, parts 1
and 2, corresponding to the four courses on edX. Some topics are marked optional and no detail is given: these are

not essential preparation for our year one, and we list them only for completeness.

• Each table has links to all the exercises for that course, with topics ordered into 7 modules. Begin at the top, with the

earlier, less challenging topics, and go through some of the exercises for each topic. Each set has an easy, a medium
and a more difficult section. If you can do the difficult exercises without hesitation, move on to the next set. Especially

for some of the basic topics, you may find them a bit easy.

• The first two courses are year 12 A-level Mathematics, so you should have done the material in 2021-22, which may

have had some disruption, Even if you’ve caught up since then, it’s a good idea to look at the exercises, just to warm
up the thinking muscles, so to speak.

• Once you find you cannot do some of the exercises without having to put in some effort, or maybe you feel unsure

about some of the answers, this is the moment to start your edX course. If you haven’t already done so, enrol now in

the relevant course, find the correct module and proceed.

• On edX, each module includes several lecture videos with explanations and examples. At the end of each short
lecture, there’s a challenge problem for you to solve before watching the next video. Try these challenges, the solution

is usually at the beginning of the next video. Often there are excellent interactive applets allowing you to visualize

some of the ideas. At the end of each section, there’s a set of exercises. If you do the exercises online, there are
hints, you get immediate marks, and next, you can access the solutions. They are the same exercises as linked in the

tables, below.

After each set of exercises, make sure that you complete the "check-point" to unlock the solutions. All the solutions

are available as a pdf, but some of them are also done in video recordings. The last column in each table shows which

solutions are available as video.

• For most of the topics, there will be additional, challenging problems, for those of you that like being stretched! These
are from the STEP support programme at Cambridge and some of them are listed at the end, by topic.

• For some topics there are links to HELM (Helping Everyone Learn Mathematics) modules for some extra material we

would like you to look at.

https://www.edx.org/bio/philip-ramsden
http://nucinkis-lab.cc.ic.ac.uk/HELM/helm_workbooks.html
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• Finally, last but definitely not least, is Complex Numbers. This is not in the A-level syllabus, but we think it’s important

enough to include here. It’s the first thing we do in Mathematics in October, so the HELM module (or equivalent, see
section 1.5) will be excellent preparation.

Carry this as far as you want to go. We will be happy to answer your questions and everyone will benefit. The main thing
is to work your way through the A-level topics and refamiliarize yourself with the material, almost as if you had an exam

coming.

1.1 Year 12, Part 1

Module Topic Other Info Solution Recordings

1 Indices & Surds Indices 1b, 1f, 2b,3b

Surds 1c, 3, 4d, 5c

A-level style questions 1,2,5

2 Inequalities Solving Inequalities 1f,i,j, 2f,i,j,3c,d, 4,9

Graphical Representation of Inequalities 2,4,6

A-level style questions all

3 Factorization & Algebra Factor Theorem 1b,3,5

Algebraic Division 1c,3b,4d,5b

Partial Fractions HELM

1,2 and 3 Assessment 1

4 Circles Equation 1c,2,3

Geometry 1,3

5 Curve Sketching Transformations of Graphs 1,2,3,5

Standard Graphs 1,3a

A-level questions

4 and 5 Assessment 2

6 Mechanics Introduction optional

7 Statistics Introduction optional

Most of this first part is warm-up, but pay special attention to module 5 on Curve sketching. Also very important is the HELM

material on Partial Fractions: it’s not in the A-level syllabus, and we have noticed that it often needs refreshing.

Click to enrol on the edX course: Year 12, Part 1. where you will find all 7 topics: videos, animations, challenges, solutions.

https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/7ba5962a0c29d3b177d7e430a6981413/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-1.03p1-exercise-1a.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/4e48d9a4925487df24059eb56f8cc7cb/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-1.07-exercise-2-v2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/15864d447cdb2b073146406304511e3e/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-1.10-applications.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/5f135c9bd11606fc6c408dacd7442152/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-2.03-Inequalities-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/c048f0347098d7b79851cfa630875280/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-2.08-inequalities-exercise-2.pdf
 https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018/courseware/36b66162cfb94070a3020e94d11b2b63/63ab18189bd142369bcc1be078a3db17/?child=first
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/5a62c33650df5bbc0863bf03ed1caf79/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-3.02-Factor-Theorem-exercise.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/bb75d14217b2e86a5d6d6429e69b3d91/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-3.06-algebraic-division-exercise.pdf
http://nucinkis-lab.cc.ic.ac.uk/HELM/HELM_Workbooks_1-5/WB03-all.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018/courseware/a5d0aca7873e45bd89efe89b0ade7b80/db6c6631914e4f1f8eafe1f8c4a480ff/?child=first
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/32d25e553c12030bb6e86207f1e2e73a/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-4.03-circle-equation-exercise.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/c8b3e195ef4d5507c1781edef4a07dc4/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-4.07-circle-geometry-exercise.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/f64a8847083fe32a9417144abfcf7c61/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-5.02-curve-sketching.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/1c36cfe344f25fc79e57d158dee00447/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-5.04-transformations-of-standard-graphs.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/4b249fed0614e8d5bacf2e3a447636b4/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018+type@asset+block/ALM001-5.06-a-level-transformations.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:ImperialX+alm001+3T2018/courseware/8463b7571c01449581a47720553023e6/533ccda0d23246c7a458102e2de2618b/?child=first
https://www.edx.org/course/a-level-mathematics-for-year-12-course-1-algebraic
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1.2 Year 12, Part 2

Module Topic Other Info Solution Recordings

1 Differentiation I Introduction 1d, 2d, 3d,4d,5

Rational Powers 1d,2d,3d4d,5,7

2 Exponential Function Exponential Function , Do the Investigation! 3,4,5, Investigation

Logarithms 2,5,8,10

Growth and Decay 4,7

3 Differentiation II Expressions ,

Stationary Points

Tangents and Normals 2c,3c,5,8

1,2 and 3 Assessment 1

4 Integration I Indefinite Integration 1,2,3,5

Definite Integration 1,2,3,5

5 Newton’s Laws of Motion optional

4 and 5 Assessment 2 Do Integration questions

6 Probability and Statistics I optional

7 Probability and Statistics II Hypothesis Tesrting optional

Most of this second part is still basics, but be sure to get very familiar with everything involving the exponential function and

differentiation for stationary points and tangents. Click to enrol: Year 12, part 2 for the full course. At the end of modules 3

and 5, try the Assessments.

https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/2f575a04030c073834f887b0dc9f74b0/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-1.03-EX1-differentiation.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/9c2a7248c3fdb47acdb624809b34b9bc/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-1.06-EX2-differentiation-rational-powers.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/b60c34769a9d0fcf0031ba988a083151/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-2.06-Exercise_1v2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/05f14d84af6bab59878248509330b933/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-2.12-Exercise_2v2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/8606e5cc0bb42e1bc86cc01044ae8c64/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-2.15-Exercise-3-2-v2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/697547ee79e4bd04c4e007aa2734b36b/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-3.03-EX1-v2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/398b4c4bbfb49e644a9abb5581307492/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-3.06-EX2-v2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/4487749a9561d8bae3b358591247dc64/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-3.08-EX3-v2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019/courseware/4eacd54ac9254532a2033b69fe6514cc/b26205cda9bf414fac5c3951e6211259/?child=first
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/746fb93776d8d03196f6fde926cb0aaf/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-4.04-EX1-v2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/c0014d63a0b12983d79210ea379fe440/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019+type@asset+block/ALM002-4.08-EX2-v2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:ImperialX+alm002+1T2019/courseware/0abcfd8c3ee043a7b1190089a541f01a/049d1178cd9e4102bc4e7a45a787da0c/?activate_block_id=block-v1%3AImperialX%2Balm002%2B1T2019%2Btype%40sequential%2Bblock%40049d1178cd9e4102bc4e7a45a787da0c
https://www.edx.org/course/a-level-mathematics-for-year-12-course-2-calculus
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1.3 Year 13, Part 1

We’re assuming that you covered most of the year 12 material in 2018-19, without disruption, so the material from year

13 should really be your central focus - after warming up your mathematical thinking muscles, so to speak! Many of these

topics, we will apply repeatedly in the Mathematics modules in year one.

Module Topic Other Info Solution Recordings

1 Algebra & Functions Domain and Range 2,3a,c,e,f,4b,5,6

Composite functions

Inverse functions

2 Sequence and Series I Introduction 1,2e,f,g,4g,h,8,9,13,14

Arithmetic & Geometric Series convergence 4,5,6

3 Sequence and Series II Binomial Expansion Sigma notation 3,4,6

Binomial Expansion: rational powers convergence/divergence 1c,d,2,3,4

1,2 and 3 Assessment 1

4 Trigonometry I Radians, Arc Length, Sector Area 3,5,7,9

Small angle approximations and graphs 2,4,5,7c,

5 Trigonometry II Reciprocal and Inverse functions 1c,2,5,8,9

Trigonometric Equations 1c,2a,3c,e,f

6 Numerical Methods I Numerical Integration optional

7 Numercial Methods II Newton-Raphson, Fixed-point iteration optiona

In this first part, the sections on Trigonometry are crucial: make sure you know this stuff inside out! Likewise for Geometric

Series and the Binomial expansion. The extensions on convergence, divergence, etc, are excellent! Enrol in the full course
here: Year 13, Part 1

https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/ce8e9e02659298353a5cbca6977f7a53/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Algebra-and-Functions-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/91afa73b72b2e218b0673b0578e9d6d1/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Algebra-and-Functions-Exercise-2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/13fb7848cbda6f3c8d1de2d3bbed7e58/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Algebra-and-Functions-Exercise-3.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/dca57e656657262e8b6a414ef398e990/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Sequences-and-Series-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/6aa4b2f662cb690815cb576316cd84c6/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Sequences-and-Series-Exercise-2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/fabce5a7c81bd110f3e28d55d9f125d7/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Sequences-and-series-2-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/1124c6aa6305b0b6c781a6f668e228d8/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Sequences-and-series-2-Exercise-2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019/courseware/75d34d32535942778e474384dd0a378b/c6e90c975b4c4f75abc6e6c74055bff6/?activate_block_id=block-v1%3AImperialX%2Balm003%2B3T2019%2Btype%40sequential%2Bblock%40c6e90c975b4c4f75abc6e6c74055bff6
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/89519027d1147c43096d1568dbcb60a5/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Trigonometry-1-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/cb1424736a59137c1a042b3ad24f5ac5/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Trigonometry-1-Exercise-2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/ee39da51397604b88cf3de5257273803/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Trigonometry-2-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/65cb77c13bbd463bca800e87b0b7f881/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm003+3T2019+type@asset+block/ALM003-Trigonometry-2-Exercise-2.pdf
https://www.edx.org/course/a-level-mathematics-for-year-13-course-1-functions
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1.4 Year 13, Part 2

Module Topic Other Info Solution Recordings

1 Mechanics Kinematics and Projectile motion optional

2 Mechanics Friction/Moments/Equilibrium optional

3 Statistics Normal distribution optional

4 Vector Algebra Basics 2,3,5,6

Problem Solving 1,2,3

Scalar & Vector Product, Lines,Planes HELM

5 Differentiation III Chain, product, quotient rules 1c,2c,3d,4f,i,6

Trigonometric functions 1d,2c,4,6b

Implicit and parametric 2d,4,6

4 and 5 Assessment 2

6 Integration II By inspection 4,5,6

By substitution 3,5,8

Integration by parts/partial fractions 3,6,7

Integration by parts/partial fractions HELM

7 Differential Equations First-order separable ODE 1b,d, 2c,3b

Modelling/Problem Solving 1c,3,6

6 and 7 Assessment 3

In this last part we concentrate on differentiation and integration methods, as well as simple differential equations. All of

these are covered in year-one Mathematics in your degree, but we go over the basics quickly and extend them, so it’s a very

good idea to revise this as well.

The HELM workbooks are for you to go further in: (a) Vector Algebra: scalar product, vector product, equation of line,
equation of plane, and (b) Integration by parts and integration using partial fractions. There’s no need to do everything in

these workbooks, as they do overlap with the edX course to some extent.

Here’s the fourth edX course to enrol: Year 13, Part 2

https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/abdcf7a424ffd277d70b0d53f61fbc3a/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-4.03-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/8d39fd502360970ab242b5a71e26d76b/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-4.06-Exercise-2v2.pdf
http://nucinkis-lab.cc.ic.ac.uk/HELM/HELM_Workbooks_6-10/WB09-all.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/260fb335acc880ef0bf2c7e8c4c428d0/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-5.03-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/a5fb35383a175eee5bfd0167a8f35cab/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-5.06-Exercise-2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/709969fb403ea1e442122708fdc3da03/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-5.09-Exercise-3v4.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020/courseware/318fb518b1554ed8b941d6d220a752df/b8413c2cb6d742878ea7232043a499bc/?activate_block_id=block-v1%3AImperialX%2Balm004%2B1T2020%2Btype%40sequential%2Bblock%40b8413c2cb6d742878ea7232043a499bc
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/5ac62e609054d9965e6dee41edab7b38/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-6.02-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/dae39ec3229031df08c5f4ab9863cdd7/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-6.05-Exercise-2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/acaa8c51fd7099971e93fb1b908368b1/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-6.09-Exercise-3.pdf
http://nucinkis-lab.cc.ic.ac.uk/HELM/HELM_Workbooks_11-15/WB13-all.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/d3b2fbef00722ca26cc2a785ad328b53/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-7.03-Exercise-1.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/assets/courseware/v1/294d5c8febbda599fd9739035eadc977/asset-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020+type@asset+block/ALM004-7.07-Exercise-2.pdf
https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:ImperialX+alm004+1T2020/courseware/25d2bedbe3bd41dca7c8271c0b0fba25/fd75a1f5eed246f2aedabb3f25248460/?activate_block_id=block-v1%3AImperialX%2Balm004%2B1T2020%2Btype%40sequential%2Bblock%40fd75a1f5eed246f2aedabb3f25248460
https://www.edx.org/course/a-level-mathematics-for-year-13-course-2
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1.5 Complex Numbers

The edX courses don’t include this last topic. There are many very good ways to study complex numbers on your own. My

own particular favourite is the HELM workbook: HELM10: Complex Numbers. Or get Stroud: "Engineering Mathematics", a
classic text.

If you want a person explaining it, here are two excellent ones:

Khan Academy: Complex numbers
Mario’s Math Tutoring: Complex Numbers

More formally, from one of the A-level exam boards: OCR/MEI: FP1 and OCR/MEI: FP2 for the relevant sections of the
Further Maths A-level. Look for the videos on complex numbers.

Whichever method you use for the theory, go back and do the exercises in the HELM workbook for practice.

1.6 Challenging Problems

Challenging, extension work, from the Cambdrige STEP programme. Very good if you find everything above a bit too easy!

These are for you to enjoy, we don’t want you to think of them as a chore, so don’t feel obliged to do these in any way.

STEP1: Surds, Algebra ,

STEP2: Algebra, Inequalities

STEP4: Algebra, Inequalities, Curve Sketching

STEP5: Trigonometry

STEP7: roots of polynomials, curve sketching

STEP8: circles, algebra, AM/GM

STEP9: sketching cubics

and so on....there are many, many more: STEP support

Not all the questions in each exercise are relevant for our year one, but many are. If a question involves a topic included in
the above tables, it’s relevant.

http://nucinkis-lab.cc.ic.ac.uk/HELM/HELM_Workbooks_6-10/WB10-all.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXSlB4yMaoJtM2gG5Mas5mMjwX_B51vsB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K116HIAHcAw&list=PLHRatQsym1_hyrA1oe-lCbgLubeFwz8wX
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-lId-VM4eK_-fD7CN4YXgcA8PA4-OkMe
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-lId-VM4eK_pdK5ixZBvCXNrfKo1VYUi
https://maths.org/step/assignments/assignment-1
https://maths.org/step/assignments/assignment-2
https://maths.org/step/assignments/assignment-4
https://maths.org/step/assignments/assignment-5
https://maths.org/step/assignments/assignment-7
https://maths.org/step/assignments/assignment-8
https://maths.org/step/assignments/assignment-9
https://maths.org/step/assignments
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